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By Ray Byers

Expediency was the word when the ASB Senate met last Tuesday. The Senate went through one of the largest agendas in recent memory, in record time.

This was due largely to the fact that the Senate didn’t meet Feb. 22 and had items from two weeks to go over. However, by doing away with trivial conversation and sticking to business, everyone was heard from and each item was taken care of in the allotted time.

The Association performed in a concert sponsored by the ASB last Saturday, March 5. Also appearing was Mark Wenzel with a humorous mime act and Kevin and Debbie Price, winners of the ASB Talent Show. Photo by Kerry Kugelman.

Christie Heslep, last year’s editor of the Prickly Pear, and John Neuber, appeared before the Senate requesting funds to publish the Prickly Pear for 1976-77.

The Prickly Pear is the literary magazine of CSCSB and publishes selected poems and stories by the students and faculty of the college.

Last year, 1,000 copies of the Prickly Pear, which contained 32 pages, were published at a cost of $700. With inflation in all phases of the endeavor, the same number of pages and copies will cost $1,000 this year.

Heslep petitioned the Senate to allot $1,300 for this year’s Prickly Pear to allow publication of forty pages; four additional printed pages and four pages of illustrations, which it is hoped will be prepared by the schools art students.

Mike Hughes, president of the Inter Organization Council (IOC), spoke to the Senate in regards to changes in the IOC constitution pertaining to establishment of a council quorum.

Earlier in the quarter, the IOC members attempted to make changes on their own and the Judicial Board suspended and nullified action taken by the council and placed the Council on informal probation until the constitution changes were approved by the Senate. The request was sent to the Rules Committee, with a request for expedious action and a report to the Senate next week.

The Senate, upon recommendation of the Appropriations Committee, voted to increase the scholarship stipend for the ASB President, Kevin Gallagher and Vice President Fred Deharo, $75 a quarter. This will now bring the stipend to $275 a quarter for each executive.

The scholarship increase has been under discussion and consideration by the Appropriations Committee for several weeks. The increase in the subsidy was recommended some time ago due to the increased responsibilities of the respective positions. Both Gallagher and Deharo have put in many additional hours, over preceding quarters, attending to their duties which have increased, presiding at meetings and performing extensive travel while attending to the school’s legislative program.

Deharo gave the Senate a synopsis of the happenings at the last meeting of the Student Presidents Association (SPA) and reported that ASB President Gallagher has been nominated as vice chairman of the SPA to replace the incumbent, who is moving into the president’s position, due to the resignation of the current president.

The chancellor, Deharo said, has proposed an additional fee of $10 a year be imposed on California State University and College students, to be collected quarterly. Many of the student presidents, including Gallagher, are opposed to the idea.

Deharo reported the Writing Skills Test the Trustees wanted administered to all incoming freshmen is losing steam and with a few more obstacles thrown in the way of the program, it will probably die out.

The Campus Police Force is now fully staffed and will be in a better position to more adequately monitor all the campus parking areas for violations and issue tickets, Deharo said.

The tickets issued by the Campus Police in the past have generated about $500 a year in revenue. Business Manager Leonard Farwell told Deharo that the auditors feel that with the number of vehicles currently on campus, more revenue should be produced in the way of fines.

The Senate in other action voted to allot $350 to the Physical Education Department, to be used in hiring a student assistant to monitor and take care of the handball courts at night. Also approved was the transfer of $100 to the bad check account to cover a check written by a student with insufficient funds to cover it.

A motion was sent to the Appropriations Committee for their recommendation on a request for $75 to construct three suggestion boxes.

Senator Rick Napier, chairman of the committee to establish the suggestion boxes, said the boxes could be made available approximately three weeks after the money is approved, and will be placed at the Administration building, the Library and in the Commons.

The Senate members feel the suggestion boxes will be of great benefit in helping the students make their desires known to the Senate.

Jim Gallen, John Atkinson and Maria Lopez were not present at the meeting.
VA tries to ease paperwork

The Veterans Administration has moved to relieve most schools from complex reporting requirements set by a recent law designed to prevent abuse of the GI Bill.

The legislation, the Veterans Education and Employment Assistance Act of 1976 (PL 94-402), contained reporting requirements designed to weed out courses that have occasionally been employed by unscrupulous operators to defraud veterans using their GI Bill benefits.

In general, the Act required schools to limit veteran enrollment in a course to no more than 85 percent of the total. This and the law’s other monitoring requirements would have required schools to keep far more detailed student attendance and course administrative records than most do.

“Because a number of schools in California and across the country have experienced difficulty in complying with the reporting requirements of the law,” John G. Miller, director of the Veterans Administration Regional Office in Los Angeles, explained, “the VA has authorized a waiver of the requirements in cases where a school certifies that no more than 85 percent of its students receive VA educational assistance.”

Miller stressed that the waiver applies only to a school’s total enrollment.

“Schools must continue to report to the VA on specific courses of study where the percentages of VA-supported veterans enrolled in these courses is more than 85 percent of total enrollment in the course,” he said.

The VA is the source of the largest amount of federal aid for the nation’s college students, providing some $5 billion a year in student assistance. According to Director Miller, 137,590 students attend 1,127 California schools under the GI Bill. Their VA educational and rehabilitation benefits amounted to $821,692,000 last year.

“With that much money going to that many people, there is always a potential for abuse,” he said.

Primary areas of abuse have involved students who enroll in college simply to qualify for veterans benefits, receiving their monthly checks and failing to show up for class. Daily attendance checks are a thing of the past at many schools and this has added to the VA’s monitoring difficulties.

According to Miller, there have also been a few schools around the country that have lured veterans to enroll, openly admitting that tuition dollars, not class attendance was what really mattered. Some schools have gone so far as to establish meaningless courses and special programs for veterans and then billing them entirely with GI Bill recipients.

“This legislation was an attempt by Congress to deal with these and other abuses,” Miller explained. “The VA will continue to search with the schools for ways that will protect the taxpayers’ investment and the veterans’ benefits without disrupting the schools, themselves, with overly burdensome and expensive administrative requirements.”

The VA also waived the requirement for the current school year that students receiving Basic Education Opportunity Grants and Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants be counted when schools were making a course-by-course computation of federally funded students.

These grants go to students from low income families and are administered by the Department of Health, Education and Welfare.

Mental hospitals lead to ‘career of madness’

How mental hospitalization can lead to a “career of madness” will be discussed by sociologist-author Thomas Scheff at Cal State, San Bernardino Wednesday evening, March 9.

The public is invited to attend the free lecture by Dr. Scheff, professor of sociology at the University of California, Santa Barbara, 7 p.m., in Room 104 of the Lower Commons.

Titled “Labeling Madness,” the talk will cover the effects of public and professional attitudes on the behavior of mental patients.

Scheff’s position is that our very reactions to social deviance may contribute to and stabilize the deviation, according to Dr. Donald Caetano, assistant professor of sociology, who is arranging the lecture.

The speaker believes that hospitalization can be harmful because it socializes the patient into a life of dependency, lack of responsibility and madness, Caetano says.

“Scheff would agree with the famous anti-psychiatrist Thomas Szasz’s position that just as the people of the middle ages sought to control an imaginary witchcraft and in so doing created witches, ‘So modern man seeks to control mental disease and simply creates mental patients.’”

Scheff was a consultant to the California legislative subcommittee on mental hospitals, whose report, “The Dilemma of Mental Com­munity Mental Health Services Act.”

This act set up local community mental health services on the premise that community-based treatment was best for the mentally ill and hospitalization should be used only as a last resort.

Family planning underway

A new family planning program is underway at CSCSB’s Student Health Center. In connection with Family Planning of San Bernardino County Health Depart­ment, a more comprehensive type of birth control program is being instituted on this campus.

Under certain eligibility requirements, individuals may receive Pap smears, if appropriate, and birth control materials free of charge. Treatment for infections is also included. Those currently enrolled on Medicaid can bring a P.O.U. sticker. All such information will be held in strict confidence.

Services also include an automatic check for gonorrhea. Clinic will be open Tuesday and Wednesday from 1 to 4 p.m.

New vet coordinator

Tim Tucker is the new veteran’s affairs coordinator at Cal State, San Bernardino. Tucker, a resident of San Bernardino, earned a B.A. degree in psychology at the University of California at Riverside in 1972 and the M.A. degree in education with a counseling emphasis from Cal State in 1975.

Tucker also served as a personnel specialist in the U.S. Army in Vietnam July 1968 through February 1970.

He began work March 2, succeeding Hank White, who left the position. Tucker knows if there’s a change in their student status, he said.

Persons interested in information on GI benefits for students can call Tucker at the Cal State Veterans Services Office.

Wednesday night is Student Night

Full 1/2-lb. Burger and Glass of Beer $ 1.50 with Student Card

Tues. is Jam Night

Thurs. is Talent Night

Notice

The Campus Police will be disposing of unclaimed lost and found items from 1975-76 academic year. Any students wishing to claim or check on lost items should check with campus police at 807-7555.
Feminist news: women in govt., art; grantswomanship

By Sydneye Moser, James

Women's Art: Persons interested in women's art can write to the Women's History Research Center, 2332 Oak Street, Berkeley, Calif. 94704 for an annotated directory of women in the field of visual arts. Female Artists Past and Present, 1974, ed. Vicki Lynn Hill. The cost is six dollars.

California Women in Government: The California Women in Government is a statewide organization concerned with the development and advancement of professional women in administrative positions. It is open to all interested professional women working in administrative, managerial, and supervisory positions in government and quasi-government agencies in areas including (but not limited to) planning housing, general administration and public works in federal, state, local and regional government.

Sex differences discussed

Sex differences in attitudes, interests, values and personality will be discussed at Cal State, San Bernardino Monday, March 14 by two psychologists who have been researching the topic for several years.

The public is invited to hear the presentation by Dr. W.T. Plant and Dr. Mara Southern from San Jose State University, at 3:15 p.m. in LC-500.

Presented under the psychology colloquium series, the lecture is subtitled "Each Ado About Little," said Dr. Les Herold, associate professor of psychology at Cal State, who arranged the program.

Plant and Southern currently are on sabbatical leave from San Jose State, touring and discussing the research which they have published and are still working. He added: "They have collaborated for several years on this research and are very knowledgeable."

Plant, professor of psychology, and Southern associate professor and university testing officer, both earned their Ph.D. degrees from Stanford.

Chamber orchestra plays

Bach, Stravinsky, Mozart

Works of Bach, Stravinsky and Mozart will be performed by the Cal State, San Bernardino chamber orchestra Sunday, March 13.

The program will begin at 7:30 p.m. in PS-10. Admission is $1.50, with children and students with identification admitted free.

Dr. Richard Saylor, music professor, is the conductor. -

Solos in Bach's Brandenburg Concerto No. 4 will be Candice Mitchell of San Bernardino and Sarah Neith of Rubidoux on flute, Carol Creek of Loma Linda on violin and James Teel, San Bernardino representative.

An after-dinner melodic material in the Bach concerto will be heard in Stravinsky's "Concerto in E Flat, also named "The Dumbarton Oaks Concerto."

Stravinsky was very involved with the Brandenburg Concerto at the time he wrote his 1908 composition and the first theme in particular is based on Bach's style, Saylor says.

The orchestra will play Mozart's Symphony No. 41, nicknamed "The Jupiter," the composer's last symphony and regarded as one of his greatest.

"It has a poignant and beautiful second movement and an extremely complicated finale, which exemplifies Mozart's contrapuntal process. Some feel it's the most satisfactory conclusion ever written," the conductor says.

Serrano Village

House resourcepersons needed

Information about applying for House Resource person (H.R.) positions in Serrano Village for the 1977-78 academic year is now available. Any current Cal State sophomore, junior, senior or graduate student not on academic probation who has an interest in helping people in a group living situation is invited to pick up the "Job Description and Selection Sequence" from the Housing Office, Mojave 112, between 8:30 a.m. and 5 p.m. any weekday until March 14.

The duties of the H.R. vary from everyday tasks of posting notices and locking doors at night to the more serious responsibility of making emergency decisions or dealing with an emotionally distraught resident. Further information is available from the appropriate department.

California Women in Government sponsors conferences and workshops designed to enhance the skills of professional women and increase communication with professional women in different jurisdictions, agencies, and areas of expertise. They maintain a computerized data-recurse bank for use by women seeking the skills of professional women. Student membership is five dollars and is open to anyone who is pursuing a professional career in government or government related activity in the State of California.

Sacrament applications for membership to California Women in Government, 311 S. Spring St., Suite 625, Los Angeles Ca. 90013.

YWCA Women's Center lectures:

Don't forget the Wednesday 7-9 p.m. lectures held at the YWCA, 960 No. Lugo Ave., San Bernardino. Call 895-5036 for up to date information on speakers and topics.

The YWCA is also looking for volunteers for its Big Sister Program. Volunteers work about three hours a week with community girls who need friendship and emotional support. Contact the "Y" Youth Director for more information.

The Women's Building, 1277 No. Spring St, Los Angeles has the following programs scheduled for this next weekend:

Saturday, March 12, One day workshop: Art Criticism, Sandy Ballatore; Grantsmanship, Michelle Kott, 10 a.m.; $18 - $16 members. Friday March 11: Video Series, Sheila Ruth and Jan Zimmerman, Signed by a Woman, a perspective on California women's art, interviews with 15 different artists, groups, and critics. Call 213-221-6161 for more information.

Next week's column will have information on the Commission on the Status of Women and on more local programs and events.

ATTENTION NIGHT STUDENTS!

ASB has started an Evening Services office in PS-22, the PawPrint office.

There will be free coffee and tea. Also, all ASB Bulletins and other literature will be available there. If you have any comments or suggestions about anything on campus, this is the place to leave them.

The Evening Services offices will be open from 5:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. Monday through Thursday.

See you all there!
Applications for enrollments now taken

How to teach adults class offered

Ways of presenting subject matter for adult students will be discussed in a three-weekend course starting March 18 in Palm Desert. The course, sponsored by the Cal State, San Bernardino education administrator, says the administrator,Transcripts from prior colleges or high schools can follow, she said.

Small business class offered

Owners of small businesses in the community will have a chance to compare problems and solutions in a Cal State, San Bernardino course starting April 9.

The small size of the class will permit exchange of ideas as well as questions relating to individual problems, says Dr. Jack McDowell, chairman of the Department of Business Administration within the School of Administration at Cal State.

The class will meet from 8 to 9:30 p.m., Mondays and Wednesdays, in Room 250 of the Library Building.

Instruction will be Ronald Jensen, assistant vice president of Santa Fe Federal Savings and Loan Association. Jensen earned his master's degree in administration from the University of California at Riverside. He is president of the Tri-County Chapter of the Institute of Financial Education and is on the institute's national education commission.

Management, acquisitions, location, legal considerations, financing, taxation, labor relations, pricing policies and determining a target market are among the topics to be covered.

The course is being offered for the first time by the college as an aid to local business owners, McDowell says. Others who might benefit are those planning to open businesses in the future and professional persons in small offices, the chairman continued.

Money for School

Applications are now being accepted for financial aid for the 1977-78 academic year. Students may receive the following types of assistance:

Grants $1500 maximum
Loans $2500 maximum
Study Work $2000 maximum
Forms are available in the Financial Aid Office, Room 120.

Dorm living invaluable

Dorm living is an invaluable learning experience, says Dr. Craig Henderson, co-chairman of Housing for California State College at San Bernardino.

In living apart from his family, the student becomes his own person, says the administrator, who joined the Cal State staff this year.

"Dorm life also provides an opportunity to mix with other students and to find out what they are thinking. There is a great difference in life styles - what we mean by 'life style' is a way of life and an experience," he said.

Henderson regards the living arrangements of California State's Serrano Village as especially conducive to this kind of interrelating. The houses are designed to accommodate a mixture of students, with2 to a suite. More students elect to live there each year. The occupancy curve has now reached 84.

The Cal State halls were built when planners had more concern for "student's needs to have a residence that feels like a home," in contrast to a "sterile" building with long corridors, Henderson says.
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Weather balloons being launched from here

Storm Seeding

Rain dances are out, but the San Bernardino Valley Municipal Water District is bringing in storms as a result of one of its pilot projects. The district has been launching weather balloons from a Cal State parking lot into windy storms.

Each balloon is tracked and its data carried back to the campus via a dish-shaped receiver; at 80 miles an hour it reaches 30,000 feet, the balloons continue to rise and expand to a 14-foot diameter until they explode at 8,000 feet. If the transmitted data indicates optimal conditions, the storm is seeded by some or all of eight generators located throughout the San Bernardino mountains. These optimal conditions are: winds from the west or southwest at 30 knots (35 mph) and a temperature of from 4 to 25 degrees Fahrenheit at 17,000 to 19,000 feet altitude. The storms of Jan. 7 and Feb. 23 and 24 met those conditions.

On those days the mountain generators were turned on to create a proper flame containing a suspension of silver iodide and ammonium iodide into the clouds which caused moisture to condense and fall to the earth as snow. District water resources engineer Larry Rowe said the district probably increased the snow pack of those storms by 10 percent, or 1 to 2 inches. Seeding 7 to 12 such storms in a winter would result in an annual increase in melt-off into the San Bernardino Valley of 5,000 to 8,000 acre-feet, enough water to meet the annual needs of a city the size of Crotom.

Not only would such seeding of winter storms provide a local stable supply source of supplemental water, but it would result in substantial savings to the district, Rowe said.

At present all supplemental water for the San Bernardino Valley is purchased from the California State Water Project at $1.00 per acre-foot. The cost of water from a local seeded storm is $1.50 per acre-foot. District personnel estimate that the seeding project could result in an annual savings of from $500,000 to $600,000 a year for the water and additional savings in energy and transport costs. The seeding cost is $25,000 to $30,000 a year.

Using meteorological forecast data, the district launches the balloons in a storm: one into the front, one during the storm and one when the storm is about to end. The realtime data enables personnel to adjust the mountain generators as precipitation conditions require.

The seeding target area upwind of Cal State is centered over Barton Flats and is bounded on the south by the San Bernardino-Riverside county line, on the east by Onyx Summit near Heart Bar State Park, on the north by Delamar and Gold mountains north of Big Bear City, and on the west by Arrowbear Lake and Running Springs.

This target area provides melt-off into the Santa Ana River and Bear and Mill creeks and into the heart of the San Bernardino Valley.

The district is required to collect measurement data on storms it does not seed for comparison, and to collect samples of snow and flora in the target area and examine them for signs of negative environmental impact caused by the seeding. So far no negative impact has shown up, Rowe said.

The water district uses equipment on loan from the United States Navy and provides data and lectures for Cal State classes in exchange for its fenced monitoring location on the campus.

While weather modification projects like this are not the sole answer to water shortage problems, they do have their place, Rowe said.

Science and health

Current heart paradigm questioned

By David Hendriksen

Very often the medicscientific community would refute the official dietary standards of the cardioclinical community. This can be succinctly described as (1)therosclerosis is the underlying process leading to heart disease; (2) atherosclerosis contains fats and cholesterol; (3) the higher the concentration of these substances in the blood, the greater the rate of formation of atherosomas; and (4) dietary intake of fat and cholesterol has a direct influence on the levels of these substances in the blood.

This theory has evolved logically from a series of scientific experiments and epidemiological investigations. Not surprisingly, the Task Force on Arteriosclerosis of the National Heart and Lung Institute has stated that "for the American people to follow a diet aimed at lowering serum lipids and cholesterol, the most individuals, this can be achieved by lowering intake of calories, fats, cholesterol, and saturated fats."

This advice is not to be taken lightly, but there must be a great deal more to the whole issue than this. How, for example, do we explain the subject, we should mention that some have called refined sugar the villain. They cite several epidemiological studies to support the view that dietary changes in Western countries in the past century has not been in a consumption of fat but in consumption of refined sugar. Perhaps it should be mentioned here that the loss of fiber in our highly refined foods is blamed by some for increasing incidence of colon cancers.

The final dietary factor related to heart disease is salt. Americans consume five to twenty times more salt than necessary each day. Excess salt is related to high blood pressure and several other conditions. Just this week we've had another example of the simplest and best dietary action for most Americans would be to remove the salt shaker from the table.

Next week we'll consider other lifestyle events related to heart attacks, and we'll begin with the report of four men who had a total of six documented heart attacks between them, and who each subsequently completed the Boston Marathon. Incredible!
Disabled Student Services wants to help

by Jeanne Houck

A small, but enthusiastic group animately discussed their special problems last Thursday in the Lower Commons. They were determined to do something to help themselves, and others like themselves. The result: the resurrection of a campus organization for the physically handicapped.

Laraine Turk, newly appointed co-director of Disabled Student Services says that there are two main reasons for the existence of such a club. There is, of course, the social interaction among the students and also an advantage in sheer numbers. There is power in a group. A group saying 'We need this is more influential than an individual saying I sure would like this.'

Turk says many disabled students, especially students with 'invisible' handicaps such as dyslexia and arthritis, don't like being labeled "handicapped," and shy away from meetings of the handicapped. But as war voiced repeatedly in the meeting Thursday, the support of all disabled students is necessary to establish the organization's goals.

Another subject was the Disabled Student Services office. This office is a goldmine of information relating to the handicapped student. Located in SS-143, the office is run efficiently by Turk and her secretary, Caroline Rounds. Here, the disabled student has access to countless informative pamphlets and periodicals specifically for the handicapped. Counseling and registration help is provided.

News of field trips, job opportunities, and conferences (there is one in San Jose March 11) is available. Here a handicapped student can inquire into personal services such as tutoring, and mobility assistance. The office also has things like books on tapes, and in Braille. Turk stresses, "Consider us a helpful agency, we try our best to meet the needs of our students."

Another result of the meeting Thursday was the decision to start the production of their own newsletter. It will be published in the beginning of the Spring quarter and will contain pertinent information that is helpful to the handicapped.

Caroline Rounds serves punch as disabled students share experiences. Photo by Kerry Kugelman.

Handicapped vets need help finding jobs

By Hank White

Throughout the nation major veterans organizations are urging leaders in business and industry to make jobs available to disabled veterans and other handicapped individuals. The Veterans Administration has long had a policy of encouraging the employment of disabled veterans and handicapped persons and leads the way in hiring them.

During the fall Richard L. Roodeshub, Administrator of the Veterans Administration said that in 1975 the VA had employed 12,194 handicapped individuals, an increase of 663 over 1974. Roodeshub emphasized that 6.6 percent of the agency's employees were disabled veterans and said that handicapped individuals and disabled veterans accounted for more than one in ten of the VA's nearly 220,000 employees.

"If VA's experience is any guide, the employers will be the real winners," said Roodeshub. "While we intend to do all that we can, it is obvious that one agency cannot provide all the opportunities that are needed."

That's just it: where can disabled veterans find jobs? What employers want to expend money to have their files, for example, transcribed into braille? Not Many. So the job market becomes limited.

Isn't it a shame that hundreds of thousands of men and women veterans who have given of their flesh, limbs, spirits, and minds are unemployed because they are incumodated by living in a society that has for the most part been ill-equipped and insensitive to, or largely inept in dealing with their special needs, desires and concerns.

At a recent White House Seminar on Disabled Veterans last October, the following solutions was suggested to alleviate the deplorable unemployment situation for this special group:

1. All Counseling and Rehabilitation programs should incorporate job training, job development and most importantly, job placement as an integral part of the total rehabilitation process, with an emphasis on the job training. It must be fully realized that rehabilitation does not take place unless substantive employment is the end result.

2. Congress must provide adequate funding and sufficient personnel to those implementation of programs to help veterans advance the employment of the physically or mentally handicapped individual while specifically enforcing veterans preference for this group.

3. A Coordinated Employment Placement Bank should be centralized for the compiling of job data etc. which should be matched with the job skills of the individuals. Profile the veterans. Profile the Jobs. Work the two together with employment as the end result.

4. National Public Awareness programs of capabilities and special skills of handicapped veterans must be implemented down to the local levels stressing the positive aspects and destroying the various myths about handicapped individuals.

5. Establish local information seminars for private sector employers so they may learn of the what, where and how of hiring disabled and handicapped veterans.

6. There must be strong enforcement of local state and federal laws regarding equal opportunity and affirmative action programs, especially by the Employment Standards Administration of the U.S. Department of Labor to assure that federal contractors comply with Public Laws affecting the physically and mentally disabled veteran.

These suggestions are not intended to completely solve the problems of unemployment among disabled veterans but serve as a useful beginning.

Many disabled and handicapped veterans feel the use of "disabled" or "handicapped," implies "less than able" and portrays images of weakness, incapacity, or inability to perform in a normal manner. It is imperative to strike down these connotations and let these individuals prove themselves. For many are too proud to beg, are too willing to work and too talented to ignore.

If you know of openings that are available or willing to assist an organization that helps disabled or handicapped veterans contact the nearest VA, DAV, AMVET, American Legion etc. office nearest you. They welcome your call.
Have passport will travel

Letters To The Editor

More on modern music

Question: Will I need any shots or vaccinations for my trip?
Answer: The need for vaccinations is based on your specific health conditions. You should consult with your doctor before traveling.

Question: What is the benefit of the International Student Identity Card?
Answer: The International Student Identity Card is widely recognized for discounts on travel, insurance, and other services.

Association in concert reviewed

Not many showed up

By Kerry Kugelman

What if they gave a concert and nobody came?

That was very nearly the case Saturday night at the Varsity Theater in San Bernardino, when the Association came to town to give a concert sponsored by ASB. Even though the band gave a four-star performance, the attendance was, to say the least, disappointing. Though the group is not exactly a household word, they are still well-known enough that they should have been able to draw a fair-sized crowd, even in a hard-rocking town like San Bernardino, but apparently this wasn't their night.

"Warming up the crowd before the Association appeared were Mark Wenzel, a well-known mime, who, in addition to performing at sea World regularly, also does routines occasionally at rock concerts in the San Diego area, Debbie and Kevin Price, doing their "Duet for Two Cats," which won them first place in the recent ASB-sponsored Talent Center, which was sponsored by the local Rotary Club, A.C., a comedy band whose songs are heard regularly on the Dr. Demento show. The Association began their set with some mellow material, and slowly picked the pace up a bit as they went along, although never really going all the way with the music. Shortly after the performance with several numbers by other artists, including Chicago and Chang's "I've Been Framed."

Though the crowd was not very large, they still mustered commendable rounds of applause for each song, even some of the less familiar tunes.

Ending the concert with their three hit songs, "Along Comes Mary," "Cherish," and "Weddy," the Association showed that old bands don't have to die — they can just keep surging and making people happy.

"Too bad you weren't there.

Features

Talent show winners Kevin and Debbie Price doing their "Duet for Two Cats." Photo by Kerry Kugelman.

Question: I'm planning my foreign adventure and my transportation is arranged, what's next?
Answer: Now that you have decided where you are going, the next step is to get the necessary travel documents. Described below are the four important travel documents needed to ensure a smooth and relatively worry-free trip. If you don't already have one, first on your list should be the acquisition of a passport, and once your itinerary is planned, any necessary visas.

Also basic to any student traveler's document folder should be an International Student Identity Card, the most widely recognized proof of full-time student status.

Another basic travel document which is not always necessary, but good for your own protection, is a World Health Organization (WHO) Card, which is a record of all shot and vaccinations.

Question: Where do I get a passport?
Answer: Applications can be obtained from most post offices. You must apply in person when requesting your first passport at any designated post office or at one of the following addresses in the Los Angeles area:

U.S. Passport Agency
World Trade Center
385 Figueroa Street
Los Angeles, CA
Tel: 668-7285

U.S. Passport Agency
1900 Aviation Boulevard
Hawthorne, CA
Tel: 538-6860

In addition to your application, you must provide proof of U.S. citizenship in the form of a certified birth certificate, baptismal certificate, military commission papers, or naturalization papers; two recent duplicate photos between 2 1/2" and 3" square; valid identification in the form of a valid driver's license, government card or witness, and a fee of $83.

Your passport is valid for five years from the date of issue and is needed for entry into "most foreign countries and for re-entry into the U.S.

Allow up to four weeks for processing.

Question: For what countries will I need visas?
Answer: Some countries, such as those in Western Europe do not require visas for visits of less than three months. Other countries in Eastern Europe, Africa, or Asia may require visas for stays of only one day or for transit purposes. To be safe and avoid disappointment, contact either the particular country's tourist office or consulate, or the World Wide Visa Service 13920 Ventura Boulevard Studio City, CA 91304 Tel: 873-3142

Question: What are the benefits of the International Student Identity Card?
Answer: The International Student Identity Card is the only internationally recognized proof of full-time student status. For $2.50 the ISIC allows discounted admission to museums, theaters, and concerts; allows one to stay in student hotels and dine in student restaurants; and use the extensive network of student trains, ships, and charter flights. For more information and applications contact:

CIEE Student Travel Services
8803 E. Rowdon Ave., No. 224
Los Angeles, CA Tel: 477-2069
or on campus see:
Doris Scott
Student Activities Center

Sincerely,

Clark Eldridge Morrow

Obviously, Mr. Hatt has not established himself in theoretical bedrock. Either he encourages the unification of an art-form that steadily increases the distance between itself and the public, or he secretive craves the sort audience-raping sensationalism inherent in works employing simple-minded stage tricks that were outdated long before they were incorporated into the "new program.

Mr. Hatt accuses me of trying to destroy new music. Music of that sort already exists, ready one step from the morgue, and not from any exortions on the critics' part. It is chilly over into death in (public-acceptance terms) because those who all along have enjoyed the classical and academic "sort" have been at the same time ripping out of its body the indispensable core of whole-man-oriented and fundamentally sound emotionalism. If the people are not "dumb" enough to allow me to destroy your favorite examples of music, Mr. Hatt, why are they staying away from the contemporary-music sections of record stores in proverbial droves?

Sincerely,

Mr. Hatt appeals to having my detailed analysis of new music which the quite un-detailed reply of "Too bad." Not only does he grossly simplify my argument (to say nothing of equating it with Mr. Austin's, who extolled "dull"), but in his amusing attempt to cultivate a pose of composure, indifference he stumbles into an inconsistency; Whereas he admits not giving a damn about music's continuing self-castigation in basic emotional terms (the point of his "Too bad" remark), he turns around and gloats over the emotion-provoking qualities of such things as "a new piece for piano and singer."
Intramurals

Those Guys no show, Koapectate wins

By Larla Diefenbachia

“A” League

The Guys forgot to show up for their game with the Run and Gun.

Koapectate had a “watergy” victory over the Heads 58-40. The Heads got guns Robbi Bogh and Ron Hernandez. Steve Hernandez’ 18 points picked up 3 of 2. But it just wasn’t enough.

“O’B” O’Brien’s 10 points led the instructors in this, let’s say, on-sided contest.

Bobby’s Boys went over time and the two teams had balanced scoring with 2 players between the two teams having 8 or more points.

Thanks extended

By Larla Diefenbachia

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all those involved in the intramural and related activities this quarter.

Joe Long, and his graduate assistants, and Sandy Carter — ran some well done and most enjoyable activities.

People who gave their time to referee like — Dianer Bloecker, Frank Draper, Diane Sweetman and Miles Bogg — among others, and keep score like — Karen Reesimer, Kathy Jackson and Charlie McKeel — all deserve a great deal of thanks for their time spent (and more money). But most of all, a debt of thanks must go to those weird people who instead of spending their time earning money, spent their time enjoying themselves in intramural activities.

If you enjoyed yourselves in an intramural activity it is no more that you would bring a friend and participate in another activity later this, or next quarter.

DD’s finally break even

A tied score, 19-19, was the final outcome of this week’s court confrontation between the Sugar Mamas and the Double Dribbles. In view of past performances and this score is quite commendable. In the past three games, the Sugar Mamas have constantly defeated the Double Dribbles by great margins.

Game 1: Sugar Mamas - 64, Double Dribbles - 18.

Game 2: Sugar Mamas - 64, Double Dribbles - 18.

Game 3: Sugar Mamas - 33, Double Dribbles - 24.

2 on 2 basketball

This week’s results of 2 on 2 Basketball games are in. As I am now writing, the results of the Akadama Mrs vs the Persistent Pair are the only ones available.

Akadama Mrs, Debbie Wade and Mohammed Saleh, defeated Persistent Pair, Diane Bloecker and Mark Womack, by a 2 to 1 victory.

More results next week!

Coming attractions

This week’s games in the “A” League will be: Betty’s Boys vs. the Run and Gun; The Guys vs. Heads, 4 p.m., on March 9.

The winner of the 3 p.m. game will play against Ventura College while the winner of the 4 p.m. game plays Koapectate.

The winners of all semi-finals will be played with the B-Bombers playing the Fast Breaks at 3 p.m., on March 11, at 4 p.m. Tokyo will go up against Mojave, in the “Big” battle of “dormers”.

The winners of each game will meet for the championship.

Claim to fame

Cal State has a couple of basketball “claims to fame.” One, of course, probably the only place left where there is a three point line used. This line is 25 ft. from the perimeter of the basket, and a shot outside this line results in three points being awarded.

The second you probably notice in last week’s intramural action was a singularly distinctive term for the less than edible art of “cherry picking.”

A cherry picker is a player, for some gratification through scoring a lot of points, does not play defense. Instead of defense this person will wait at his/her offensive end for the long pass and subsequent layup.

John Nagel, “Mr. Intramural,” is the cherry pickingest “SOB” God (or whoever) put on this earth. But he is so bad cherry picking, will from this point on, be known as Nagel.

There is a very quaint side note to this quarter’s basketball play. To get to the root of this pleasantness we must look at Aquinas High School. You might be wondering why. Well, one of this year’s coaches is a student here at Cal State. Because of his coaching duties he is not able to play. Instead, he offers basketball. Because of the lack of this person, Joe Baldwin, we can play enjoyable, but much more important—competent basketball.

“For Aquinas, you suckers!”

Avoid Registration Hassles!!!

The CSCSB Child Care Center announces free babysitting while you register. This service is being offered during Spring registration, March 30 and 31, from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. in Room 129 in the gym. For more information contact Judy Calkins, Child Care director, at 887-2095 or 887-3265.
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